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I. Two Puzzles different from zero:

QCD Vacuum
QED Supercorductivity as a Perfect
as a Perfect Diamagnet Color Dielectric

H ~ f

\Ajnside 0 ~ Kvacuum 0

)Jvacuum
~ Kinside

inside ~ outside

outside ~ inside

In the secord case, color confinement, we assume the QCD vacu
um to be a condensed state of glooo pairs so that it is a perfect
color dia-electric (i.e., color dielectric constant /(: 0). This
is in complete analogy to the description of a superconductor as
a condensed state of electron pairs in the BCS theory, which re
sults in making the supercorductor a perfect dia-magnet (with
magnetic susceptibility )J: 0). When...:ve switch from QED to
QCD ~e replace the magnetic field H by the color electric
field E, the supercorductor by the QCD vacuum, ard the QED
vacuum by the interior of the hadron. At. shown in Figure 1, the
inside by the outside ard the outside by the inside. Just as the
magnetic field is expelled outward from the supercorductor. the
color electric field is pushed into the hadron by the QCD vacu
um, ard that leads to color confinement. This situation can be
summarized as follows:

At present, most physicists feel that we hove finally arrived
at a closed system of physical laws, with QCD for the strong in
teraction and a unifying gauge theory for the weak ard electro
magnetic forces, plus of course Einstein's theory of general re,J
ativity. However, there are a few things that are not complete
ly satisfactory. Of the participating furdamental particles, on
ly the leptons and the photon have been observed directly. The
intennediate bosons and the graviton, we hope, can be detected
in the near future. All the rest, the quarks and the gloon, we
believe can never come out in the open ard that therefore
direct observation will always be impossible.

In view of this, our strong belief in this grard scheme must
not be due entirely to direct experimental evidence, but rather
be based on the esthetic simplicity of the theoretical fourdation
ard the compelling conclusion of our mathematical deduction.

1. Missing symmetry

The basis of all these theories rests entirely on the symmetry1

urder local transfonnatians with respect to either the internal
gouge variables or the space-time variables. Yet, in reality,
almost all the symmetry quantum numbers are fourd to be, or
believed to be, not conserved. Even the best-established con
servation low, that of the baryon number, is now also believed
to be violated. Surely, this is somewhat puzzling.

2. Color confinement

Another puzzle is the problem of quark or color confinement,
which makes half of the elementary particles, quarks and gloons,
non-direct observables. The explanation of both puzzles is to
invoke the properties of the vacuum.

In the first case of the missing symmetry we require the vacu
um, though Lorentz invariant, to be a coherent mixture of states
of different quantum numbers. Therefore the vacuum expectation
value of any quantum-number-carrying spin-O field cp can be

}Io vac =1

< cp >vac f 0 . (1)

SUPERCONDUCTOR

=PERFECT DIA-MAGNET

QCD VACUUM =PERFECT

COLOR DIA-ELECTRIC

Figure 1. Supercorductivity in QED vs. quark confinement in QCD.
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where A and A' are the baryon numbers of these two nuclei.
More specific information concerning coherence or incoherence
can be obtained by examining some inclusive reactions such as

Each of the A nucleons inside the nucleus can be viewed as a
smaller bag which contains three relativistic quarks inside; the
nucleon radius is rN -.8 fm and its average energy density is

2. Coherence vs. incoherence

The total high-energy cross section of a proton-nucleus 001
lisian is known to be given by the geometrical area of the nu
cleus; that of a high-energy nucleus-nucleus collision is there
fore also expected to be similarly detennined. We have

l 1 2
0AIA(total) oc (AI~ + A

3
)

(3)3
- 440 MeV/fm

(411/3) r~

Our purpose is to study the physics of objects which, in their
rest frames, can extend over several fm and have energy den
sities much greater than that inside a single nucleon. If this is
possible, then inside such an object the usual concept of nu
clear physics (regarding nucleons as units) must break down;
new physi cs may thereby emerge.

When two heavy nuclei collide, to begin with there is the
problem of Coulomb repulsion which must be overcome in order
to reach the nuclear surface; that requires a c.m. energy/ nu
cleon of >- 20 MeV. Next, in order to penetrate the nucleonic
surface, it is necessary to overcome the strong repulsive force
between nucleons due to 101 and '!> exchange. Thus, we must
have a c.m. energy of about several GeV/nucleon or higher.
This then brings us to the energy range of accelerators such as
ISR, ISABEllE, etc.

Ill. Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions

II. Microscopic vs. Macroscopic World

In both of the above cases the system of elementary particles
no longer fonns a self-contained unit. The microscopic particle
physics depends on the coherent properties of the macroscopic
world, represented by these operator averages in the physical
vacuum state.

If we pause and think about it, this represents a rather start
ling conclusion, contrary to the traditional view of particle
physi cs whi ch ho Ids that the mi croscopi c world can be regarded
as an isolated system. To a very good approximation it is separ
ate and uninfluenced by the macroscopic world at large. Now,
however, we need these vacuum averages; they are due to some
long-range ordering in the state vector. At present our theoret
ical technique for handling such coherent effects is far from be
ing developed. Each of these vacuum averages appears as an
independent parameter, and that accounts for the twenty-some
constants in the present weak and electromagnetic gauge theory.
A comparable number of parameters is also needed in any of the
grand unified theories. Consequently, we must view our present
theoretical framework as at least partly phenomenological.
After all, who has ever heard of a fundamental theory that re
quires a grand total of twenty-some parameters?

On the experimental side, there has hardly been any direct
investigation of these coherent phenomena. This is because
hitherto in any high energy experiment, the higher the energy
the smaller has been the spatial region we are able to examine.
Likewise, in nuclear physics we have so far concentrated mostly
on nuclear matter at a constant density. Consequently, we have
avoided the opportunity to study coherent effects in either high
energy or high density. In order to explore physics in this fun
damental area, relativistic heavy ion collisions offer an impor
tant new direction.

1. General discussions

A nonnal nucleus of boryon number A has an average radius
rA ~ 1.2 A ~ fm and an average energy density at high energy.

For orientation purposes, let us first assume complete inco
herence during the reaction; Le., each collision is like a sin
g Ie nucleon on a single nuclean and there is no shadowing, no
absorption and no re-scattering. The process at a given impact
parameter b may be illustrated by Rgure 2. The shaded

(411/3) r1
3

~ 130 MeV/fm (2)

A' + A - 11 + ... (4)

Figure 2. Collision between two

heavy nuclei A and A'
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The former is a suppression, the latter an enhancement. The cor
responding values for other particles in the high k - 4-6 GeV

. .lregIon are

±.p+A-1r+'"

for 1r±. with a high perpendicular momentum k • The experi-
mental result2 expressed in the form .J..

We now define any deviation from these A and A' depen
dences as due to coherent processes. The coherence may either
selVe as a suppression (such as the shadowing effect), or act as
an enhancement (e.g., due to multiple scattering). In any case,
its operational meaning is clear.

A case of interest is to examine the A-dependence of

(-*-) (dC7) Aa (k ) (6)
(fk .l

1. pA .l pp

gives for
±.

1r

a(k ) .9 when k ~ 1 GeV
.l ~

and
(7)

a(k ) 1.1 when k 4-6 GeV .
J. .1.

1. Quark-antiquark and gloon plasma

Consider now such an extended object whose energy density
is e, radius R and lifetime T (all in its rest frame). Its
interior is assumed to be in a new plasma state, but its exterior
consists essentially af normal hadrons. kieally, it looks like the
object shown In Figure 3. In its interior, because

IV. A Possible Experimental Program

enhancement factor of A~, giving dC7pA ex: A5/3. Similarly,
in an A+ A collision, the corresponding enhancement factar
would be A~ for 1r or K (maki'l1 d C7M ex: A2), and A'J

fo~ p ar is (making dC7M ex: A8/3) .

3. The central problem

The most crucial questions in an ultra-relativistic heavy-ion
collision are:

1) Can extended objects of very high energy densiti es (»
energy density inside a proton) be produced?

2) If produced, how can they be detected and how can we
analyze their properties?

These two problems have recently been studied by several peo
ple.3- 5 The answen to both questions are affirmative, espec
ially with colliden of ISABellE-like energy.

Consider the collision between two relativistic heavy ions.
In the center-of-mass system, most of the final energy goes to
fragments with very large rapidity; these particles hadronize
outside the nuclear matter and are therefore not relevant for
our purpose. However, at least -10-15 % of the energy will
be trapped in the two projectile nuclei and in the central ra
pidity region. But 10% of ISABellE-like energy per nucleon
is much greater than the nucleon mass. Therefore it is not sur
prising that we can create extended objects of energy density
an oreler larger than that inside the proton.

We now tum to the sewnd question. If these objects are
produced, how can we detect them and how can we analyze
their properties?

(5c)

(5b)

dC7
pA

(incoh) ex: A .

4
dC7M (incoh) ex: A~

and for a single proton (A' = 1) on A

regions in A and A' denote two circular cylinden of nucleons
facing each other. The- number of nucleons con,tained in trese
two cylinders is respectively proportional to A'- and A' ~ .
Thus, for inoohfjrent

1
collisions their rate for reaction (4) is pro

portional to A'J A' 'J. /tcfding the contributions due to all such
cylinden and averaging over the impoct parameter, we see that

I I j 1 2
dC7A' A(incoh) ex: A' 'J A~ (A' + A), (50)

so that for A! = A

The slight suppression in the low k region can be readily un
dentood by taking into account the.lshadowing effect. The rel
atively large enhancement in the high k region, especially
for p and is, is more wmplicated. ..L

Since dC7 decreases very rapidly with k , at high k one
is more sensitive to rare but more interestinievents. The J.

rapid rise of a(k ) is due partly to multiple scattering. But it
may also be due ..L in part to a completely different mechanism
(one that is similar to the well-known formation af antideuteron
and anti-He3 in a high-energy p p collision). In Figure 2,
when the two Lorentz-wntracted (shaded) wlumnsof particles
hit each other, the quark and the antiquark that form the final
pion may wme from two separate wllisions. Since the prob~

bility of having an additional wllision is proportional to A ~

. Ad- , one should therefore multiply (Sa) by such a factor. In a
p + A reaction, such a mechanism gives an enhancement factor
of A~, making dC7pA ex: A~ for 1r and K. For p and p,
there is the possibility of a triple collision, which carries an

1.15 for

1.2 - 1.3 for

1.3 - 1.4 for (8)

Figure 3.

An object whose interior is a quark-antiquark and gloon plasma.
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the usual hadron bags disappear. Instead there should be a farge
bag of quark, antiquark and gluon plasma. Normal small hadron
bags can appear only on the surface. These different properties
are summarized in the following table.

INTERIOR

energy density t::.» eN

almost exact flavor
SU

3
symmetry

approximate SU
4

symmetry

average momentum
!

<k> - (~) 300 MeVeN

EXTERIOR

almost exact flavor
SU

2
symmetry

opproximate SU
3

symmetry

average momentum

<k> - 300 MeV

2. Detection of volcanoes

To detect such an eruption we take advantage of the fact that
the total mesons p,roduced from such an object would be an the
order of 104-105 . Hence in a heavy-ion collision we may di
vide the central and the near-central regions of rapidity y into,
say, ten sections. In each boy sector we may again divide the
azimuthal angle eJl around the line of collision in the center-of
mass frame into, say, ten angular intervals. Per collision, in each
h.y - boeJl section we would still expect a statistically significant
number of mesons, - 102- 103. We can then plot the average
K/1T ratio in each section. If this ratio has violent variations,
from - 1 in some sectors to - 1/10 in others, then this is a
clear sign of "volcanoes" with K/1T -1 indicating a direct
hadronization of the interior. For corroboration, we may plot
\' Ik lin each of the bo y - bo eJl sectors, where k is the
L i i
meson momentum component perpendicular to the initial line of
collision and the sum extends to all mesons emitted in that sector.
Again, we should expect that in a volcano-like event the aver
age Ik I could be much bigger thon 300 MeV in the boy - boeJl
sector .L that has a high K/1T ratio, but - 300 MeV if the
K/ 1T ratio is about 1/10.

However, because the collision is a violent one, there will be all
kinds of instability ~ue to QCD vacuum dynamics, phase transi
tions, non-central collisions, etc.). In most cases, the inside will
simply erupt like volcanoes. Hence, as shown in Figure 4, a fair
fraction of the plasma can come out directly without thermaliza
tion with the exterior. The lifetime T of such an unstable ob
ject is - its radius R.

(9)
2= 41T I< R T

1T
N

1T

3. Detection of new metastable objects

Occasionally, we may fi nd that the I< /1T ratio ond L Ik I
are uniform in all boy - bo, sectors. This is then a good .1
indication that there is an absence of eruption, and that a meta
stable object of a large bag of quarks-antiquarks and gluons is
formed, as shown in Figure 3. Its lifetime T can be quite a bit
longer. [If there is no bag pressure, no surface tension, and
quarks and gluons behave like free particles, then T should be
- ffR. Since none of these assumptions is correct, we expect

T to be »ffR. ]

We shall now examine the question of how to determine T

for such a metastable object. The important decay mode of such
an object is through the radiation of mesons from its exterior,
plus emission of photons and lepton pairs from its interior. The
rate of soft-pion radiation is proportional to its surface, and
therefore the total number of soft pions emitted is

where K can be calculated theoretically and R , the mean
radius of the 1T - emitting exterior, can be measu1ed experimen
tally6 through the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss method, as we shaJl
see.

Consider the emission of, soy, a rr- of momentum k from a
volume element d3ra near the surfa~ together with the emis
sion of another rr- of momentum k + q from d3r . Be
cause these are identical particles obeying Bose statis~ics, the
total probability of seeing these two pions is proportional to

The interference term between these two terms in the sum gives
the deviation of the correlation function from unity. Hence, the
measurement of such correlation functions can give a direct
measurement of the geometry of the surface region. The radius
R1T can then be determined. By using (9), together with the ex
perimental values of N and R1T ' we can infer the lifetime
T. Similar correlation functions can also be observed by using
1T+ 'It, ~ ~, K- K- , etc. Each of these yields an indepen
dent measurement of the same lifetime T •

In addition, the y and lepton pairs are emitted directly from
the interior. Their emission rates are proportional to the volume

EXTERIOR-/"
/

I
( INTERIOR

A schematic vjew of the decay of the extended

object when T is - R .

Figure 4.
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of the metastable object. Similar stlXlies of yy correlation and
lepton pair-lepton pair correlations can determine the geometry
of the interior. Just as in (9), the total number of y emitted is
given by

(10)

where Ry is determined experimentally through the yy corre
lation function and A can be calculated according to QCD.
Thus ,. can again be independently determined. In an entirely
similar way we can also use 'jton pair-lepton pair to measure
the lifetime. [See Figure 5.

greater than that in the interior of neutron stars. Our usual con
cepts of nuclear physi cs are not applicable, but new principles
are yet to be uncovered.

It is not inconceivable that in a decade or two, a fair per
centage of the high-energy physi cists and nuclear physicists wi II
be engaged in this exciting area of research.
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In this idealized experimental program, we take full advan
tage of the large multiplicity of particles produced. The spirit
is to regard each collision as an experiment, similar to the ob
servation of a stellar object. Our strategy is to replace photons
radiated from a star by mesons, and neutrinos by photons and
lepton pairs. The large radius of these objects and the enormous
number of particles involved makes it possible for us to measure
their geometrical size through correlation functions. The total
multiplicity gives us the equivalent of the integrated luminosity
of a star. Thereby their lifetimes can be determined. In this
way we can discover an entirely new class of metastable states
of large baryon number and high energy density. Their equa
tions of state would give us insight into the physi C$ of the early
universe. Remembering thot the total heavy ion cross section is
- 10-24 cm2 , even an extremely rare event of - 10-10 prob
ability has 0 rate that can be compared favorobly with a typi
cal neutrino event.

So for we have refrained from discussing any speculative
phenomena in order to show that even at the very minimum we
can expect, through relativistic heavy ion collisions, the crea
tion of a new state of matter. Its energy density should be
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